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unity Newspaper
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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, February 18, 1958
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Sentiment
Proves Big
Business

18, 1958

1

But one thing about the man
who sends his true love candy.'
He, wants the sentireents ape;led out. Fanny Fanner, the nation's largest candy manufacturer-retailer, said most valentine
boxes featured an unaba.shed "1
Love You" decoration. P ea k
sales time-the afternoon -of the
14th.
The day means, big business
for the greeting . card industry.
'this year, the .greung card association said, aouut 4.110 million
valentines will be sent. Sales a:e
estimated at 45 million dollars,
10 per cent higher than last

TUE

'United Preen White House Writer
THOMASVILLE. Ga. ea JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUBL.SHF.R
Backstairs at the-White House:
The operation a :he White
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
House, in an impersonal sense,
, interest of our readers.
is ra large and complicated piece
,.1 business.. The public hears
lay GAY PAULEY
.
NATION
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1368
Kentucky Society of Public
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it feud
vAth
the
International
sity
baseball
out with second ranking
and
basketball
Zora Boxing Club. The feeling here
player, and assigned h i in to
MIDDLEWEIGHTS SIGN
Fancy. As of the moment,
the is one of COrrtplette neutrality
Indiana
polis
winner gets no more than
of the American
top but it sore would be nice to
BUFFALO, N.Y. IP -A 10- Aessiciatien.
billing among the ignored
Henderson
is
a
ohal- see Flairtereon in action against
soutrip
tiw pijch
round rnictdkiweight bout beBy
lengers.
eimething aiboa•e the hamdontween Neal Rivers of Niagara
Good by Default
LYON
mes he has and, apparently,
Falls. NY., and Chebro HernSo, like the man eaid
about will continue to tackle.
anche of Mercier) has been rethe crooked crap game,
the
D'Amato
figures
that
he scheduled for -n e x t Monday
MitedY Valdes fracas is a
good wouki got "jobbed" out of the
night. The tight was postponed
one bocaue it's the only
one in title if by any change "Patter
- Mainstay night because of a
town.
•n Le
'leoitrel Ied"
opponent sre iwst,,rrn •
so.-ettiled by his Cuban happened to
be standing on his
feet at the final bell.
;Fights of the Year
FELLER AT THE MIKE
Low cost, fireproof protection
Thus
we
come
back
to
(one hour at 1700•) for your
"Eights- of the year" such as
NEW YORK
-Bob Feller
valuables. Variety of sizes and
Veldes-Matefif and, actually a is the latest ex -cniaJer leaguer
models, all finished in metallic
—
pay. Inside dimensions 13' wide
good one, the Machen-Pulle
y to join the r-adio b.oadtasting
By UNITE° PRESS
ear deep x 6' highKeep
your
runlet for top spot in the
bonds
fratern
,
ity.
birth
Ilhe
former
Cleveland
cerpursuing pack.
tificates, and other imporIndians' strfkoeut artist
East
will
W. Virgeitua 98 Detroit 66
Maeff, ranked ninth among serve as a plav-4)y-play antant papers safely.
Quarstieu 60 St. Michael (Vt.) 58 the challengers, is .only 22
and riourer on the ahem' Broadhis Is A Good Item For
Use it for filing important
CCNY 88 Queens College 65
was being billed as the "new" casting Sratern's "Game of the
- Brandeis 65 Huston U. 54
wild bull of the pampas
papers or as a small safe.
until Day" program this season.
Any Adult!
' Assumption 90
he raga into a gaucho named
,
Worcester Tech 57
Mike llie.lehn. The ArgeniterimROLAYS GET PLAYER
Asia won the 1954 Pan American
South
Games heavy-weight
CINCINNATI it? - The Cin65 Vanderbilt 61
Miami:am
Virginals Si. 44
ship at MeAria) and then
cinnati Rayals have re-acquired
turnN. Oarohna Cull 40
ed coin collector.
Torn Marshiall,a guard, from -the
The Citadel 86 Vadl 54
Swiftly he ran up 13 victories Detroit Pistons on waivers. The
William At Mary 87 Durrnen 48 in a row and climbed up
among former Western Kentucky mar
Miami (FL-1.) 76 Fla. Soiehern 58 the top 10. The DiaLihn
at the was sold te Detroit KIM Dec. 10
Auburn 63 Tune' 49
a•-• •• time among the also
- rans, alter playing 18 games with the
INDICTED AS PLOTTER-Exiled
Roanoke 76 Bridgewater 57
(aimed through the reps
Royals.
and
former president of Cuba. CarEase Tenn. St 77 Wefford 70'
hung a ene-roun sleepyeime
los Prio Socarras reads an InLoitiarana St. 58 Alabama 49
clout on Alex's fuzzy
chin. It SECOND BOUT -FOR KARAS
ternauonal News Service story
C. Newman 73 Emeryliclienry 69 bucrited DeJohn to
seventh place
in his attorney's office in MiPrsbetyteritan 73
among the heavies CHICA
GO
IP
Former
Iowa
ami, Fla., which disclosed that
indicative
1/ Geergia Tette% 65
of talent around and
Prio and eight others face
about - guard Alex Karras who made
Ky. Wesleyan 112
and dreppex Alex to
his
profess
ional
Indictment in New York as
debut as
a
ninth.
Centre (Ky.) 77
wrestler last month, has been
But you can't shrug off
conspiring to finance and "take
MatIlierehead St. 73 Murray St.
efra
matche
record
d
against Chet Bernard
part in military expeditions"
of 14 wins against
68
Massaeappi 67 Florida 65
one
at the International Amphitheaagainst Cuba. (international)
defeat,
nine
if
them
Tenn Tech 102 D. Lipscomb
knocko
ter,
uts. So his ate) with
March 7. Karras, a 233
59
the
Troy St. 107 Shorter 49
fifth rardeing 33-ear -'old
pounder, beat Al Montana in his
Valdes ehould be interesting.
first bout.
•M itsest
They---liffichigan St. 79 'Michigan
're heavyweights. anyhow
69
.
bowa 74 Wieconein 61
SQUIRRELS ON THE LOOSE
Ohio Stale 93 Indiana 83
IDS,
Green 91 Marquette 76
ATLANTA IP '-'- A bunch of
Kentucky College
Kansas 84 Missoun 69
squirrels apparently went nuts
In a variety of sizes and interior
in
Baske
tball
Results
Illinois 94 Minnesota 87
the home of Mrs. Ann Gabrielle.
' Bradley 57 Oklahoma
combinations.
Several of the animals entered
State 43
_ Nebraska- 50 Colonado 41
her home through tthe chimney
By
UNITE
D
PRESS
Perfect for the farmer, small
.---- Creightion 55 N Dakota
while she was away. In their
St. 53 Kentucky 65 Vanderbilt 61
Cincinnati 98 Drake 64
panic to find a way out they
Ky. Wesleyan 112 Centre 75
business, and the home.
Houston 72 Wichita 70
knawed up 10 window caches,
Merehied 73 Murray 68
ripped down the Venetian blinds
Younetown 99 John Oarroll
93 Morehead Freshmen 88
and broke several lamps, vases
Southwest
Transyhmnia "B" Squad 86
and flower pots.
Iowa Seale 59 Oklahoma 56
Kentucky Freshmen 91
Okla. City 86`..Loyula (La.)
71
Georgetown 'B' 69
J.aynd 81 North Texas
St. 49
Howard Payne 70
Kentucky High School
Lamar Tech 68
High School
West
Basketball Results
UCLA 87 Washington 82
San Fnan'claso 68 Fresno St. 59
By UNITED PRESS
Calif...I-111a 87 Stanford 59
Spnnefield 67 St. Francis 51

College Basketball
Ratings

Todegis St Pam&

Whatever

Happened To

IIFFLIS-Prestdent Etsenhowgives evidence of his snitis case as he issues an eete
mite statement at the White
°use, before Columbinirig
'yin to George Humphrey's
eurgia estate. (International/

_Method Differs With Potential Holaouts

AGh
By UNITED !DRESS
PHOVIDENOE. R. IL -Chico
Velar,- 165. Starnif-411.,
outpointed Bobby Dalton, 156,
Ch:cago (10).
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Ant hetween you oat/me...
I RESOLVE....

to furnish my den or office with
economical office supplies and furnishings
from the Ledger & Times!
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I VISP.S.

110

Hazel at Kirksey
Lynn Grove at Farmington
Almo at Murray Trng.
Heath at S Marshall
Reidland at Benton
Union City at Murray High
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i
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100
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INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION
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Friday

KENTUCKY
WESLEYAN •
Wed., Feb. 19 - 8:25
Station

wNBS

Sponsored by

Lynn Grove at Murray High
New Concord at Also
'Murray Trng. at Lynn Grove
North Marshall at S Marsh-all

90

_L.1_1111111.;
1956
1957
(Courtesy National In :ust Hal Conference Board)
PATTERN OP SLUMP-The downswing in manufacturers'
sales and the downswing in industrial production shown in
this graph tell the story of the current business slump.
953

1
...A.

1954

1955
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Next Monday

I.yon County vs
Feast Construction at Sheirpe
Prereurn Trot vs. Hu gg at Sharpe
Hardin vs Princeton at Fredonia
Cunningham 'at Beaten
Mayfield at Murray

TO OUR PATRONS
CHAIRS DESKS
By COLE
A Comfortable Chair for
Year Around Office Comfort!
Several Styles From Which
To Choose
Economically Priced!

ASHLAND

A-PLUS

•

.

....••••••••

Resolve to dress up your office during 1958. Work
more efficiently, more comfortably with economical Ledger & Times office furniture.

GASOLINE

DAILY LEDGER & TIMES
GREENE 0. WILSON, Mgr.

'
;--

By COLE

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
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Wingo at North Marshall

Atomic Valley
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WATCH TRADE-1)
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Tuesday. February 18
.The L.. Grove PTA. w :I
The Murray Assembly of meet at the school building at
Ft:enter* fur Girls will rate. in 2:45 p.m instea
d of Thursday
rie Maserue Hall at 7416 al 'he night
as previously scheduled
,
'A Founders Day Program has
•
been prepared by Mrs Cl-awford
The Dorcas Clam of the F.ret McNeely and Mrs....Wilham Whitflaptia Church will meet in. It.w All members are urged to
• ne !three .1 Mrs. Ciwifieb Sex= attend. Pleseo note change in
on. at 630 in the te ening for time.
• •.•
a velure' supper. Gieup VI,
The Ru.nevs and. Pr-A-arsenal
Mrs. Seee-ea aa captaimi, is in
Werneet's Club will ine.e at the
; name.
••••
Woman's Club 14,fitert at 630 .n
The' Music Department tie the the. make. War Mary Burthet
• •••
is in charge et' the pr event.
Murray
Weenie n'e Club
W111
•
•
•
s
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tat cub huue at 7:30
The Para District Summate
.it the
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prewar's.
The
w.11 be M us.c In Guile Hat- will meet in Pans. Tenn, in the
arc SileattMet:: Jaffee La,- bone if Mrs. J.rnmy I nua at
Wm, Bettie Thornton Anti
Mrs.
'er, Ray Kern, Cher les Sari•• I ft* in ttie ne.rning.
Ethel Ward a Ptipla r Street
••••
r
1111.11ef. Roober.
lea Tuesday for Cade Grande,
The Wornen'e .Aailicsatem of
&ear,, Ju ri
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- Ann -WM wentthe
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-meet in the home cd Mrs. Jim..
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()Won't :rents, Mr and Mrs.
The 114.-rnortal Banner Churetes suy--• M.Aserdionn, termer kateibMe, Harry I. Slerldon Poplar
street.
interenerlatte GA. .YWA, and at 700 in the evening.
• • ••
• ••
Liseita a'.11 meet Si lie church
TRAFFIC TOLL UP
The Home Depa ement 4
6t. a m Ise on study tea*. A
LONDON
acore.-rr-r1 climb chnher will be Murray Woman's (nub will meet cident. killed 5.550
persons in
at 2 30 in the afternoon:. Prorun ed.
Britain last year for the h igheat
gram chainnan is Mr'.. J. A.
• • ••
tell since the war, the Minis/t
ry
The Calloway Ceure-y and city Outland. Miss Mary Burfoot will
Tra nape rit repented
trete y.
library is ',pen tha
nernoun have the program on' "Many The figure was lea above
...elle...ee are
fr.en 140- 'Until 4:30 on the sec- Happy Returns"
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U.t 1 he library will be up' Porker.
• • ••
en eery _Tumidity and Fnclay
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.after it.•in .ii..the above time.
The W,,r:ri Lary of Prayer
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- • •. •_.• •
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GLIrt Glory

(If you don't

believe it, ask

Junior

Lampkins)

LICENSE • SEAT COVERS •
ORIGINAL BLACK PAINT • LOCALLY
OWNED • GOOD TIRES
• PERMANENT ANTI-FREEZE
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(Wouldn't say how long it
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will take!)
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The Younger Ma Tried Worn
en's Claes at the Cherry Corner Bagittat Church met recent
ly in the home of Mrs. Roy
Laraister at 7.00 in the as ening.
The
business' meeting
was
conducted
by
Mrs.
Lassiter,
presadent. Mrs Leal Outkuad is
beadier of the ekes. Mats. Peery
Hendon led in the devotional.
Gamut were played and
prizes
wtun by Mr% Jenne McKin
ney,
Req u rth Ohs Outland,
Hasse: Shen.
James MoKanney,
James Garbed, J. B Ben. Staln.e CelLe, R J. Burpec, Milburn Outland, Hor. Roberti and
Roy lanager.
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Caroline Riekeraeon
and Mr-. M. G. Richardson, 407 South Eighth
Street. Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter, Sue Caroline,
to meetingMr. Gene Bogard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Nornon Boga
•• ••
rd
of Route Two Murray.
Misr Richardson ie a senior at Murray High Schoo Younger Married
l
and Mr. Board attended. school at Kirk-sey High
Schd-oi. ,Yonsen of Cherry
The werfding will be an event in April.
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51 88 Olds, Murray car, 1 owner
A-1 condition, guaranteed. Five i f
Points Ser. Sta.
F22P

P HAY, 50t a bale at barn,
c dekvered. Call L. J. Rill
Murray 1902 or HYatit 2-3361.
F20C

101 acre ,farm, excellent stale
of cultivation. Known as R. H.
Lassiter farm. T. G. Shelton, Sr.
Phone 531.
119C
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Minimum Investment Needed
Call 11611 or 2097-R

NOTICE
SAVE Top Value Stamps for
top value gifts. Main St. Shell
Station. Thomas Jones, owner,
Punter C7uL nnager. Charles Chili-wt.'Phone 9119. Sixth
and Main streets.
F20C

"Barking is no Problem" at
Starks Hardwire, 12th & Poplar, Phone 114; for free cito
delivery.
TFC
Mattresses
Rebuilt
like
new.
West Ky.. !Vint:tress Mfg. Ce.,
Pactutah, Ky. Murray repreaustato. e Tabers Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549
i-FC

SINGER Sewing Machine Sale.
Service on all makes. Phone
Leon Hall, 934-3 before 8 or
after 4.
F19C
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JAMES KEENE'S poirerfel sew novel
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SINOER Sewing Mfreirsine Sales
and Service on all makes, la
mile on Lynn Grove Road. Leon
Hall, Phone 9344 before 8:00
a.m. or after 4:00 pm,
F20C

I'm not heavy enough."
more than one man.
TO CO HOME and lace Luther
-No one can carry at for you,"
I saw 'Vince Randolf standing
now was out or the question. Bill Hageman said.
-Smoke, there in front of the hotel
with a dou1 rode on toward the Liver.comes a time in every
man's life ble-barreled shotgtm in
the crook
caused there for a time, then when he has to
stand alone, if of his arm and I
pulled in, discrossed over to Bill Hagemarea he haa integrity.
Witleaut it, he'll mounting. "Mr.
Randolf
, where
place
fall, and once he's fallen, he'll can
I find the United States MarJulie heard me crossing the never be the same again."
He got shal"
yard and came out. I dismounted up and put his hand
on my shoul"Inaide." Randolf said, lie
- slowly Sod tied up.
der. "Julie and I are going to forstepped aside to let me pass.
esirinee apare.“ she cried, get
what you said here, if that's
The clerk looked at me un"where wrong?"
the way you choose to ;Say
it. easily. "Mr. Ledbetter?
I lust shook my head and Smoke. You do what you feel
Room
Le eight at the
stepped into the shade. "Bill right, and think about
head of the stairs."
it easeI went up, counting 'each step
tome"
fully,"
"He's inside. Smoke, what hapI looked at him. "Turn Luther as though they led to the gallows.
At
number eight I knocked and
pened?"
in 7"
- I took her arm arid we went
"I can't ten you," Bill said and I bass voice invited me In.
Into the house Bill was in the went down the hall.
Bud Ledbetter was stretched
kitchen. stripped to the waist and
Julie came around to my aide out on the bed; he swung his feet
to the floor as I closed the door.
waseieg the refuse of a sleep- and put her arm around me
She
less night trom his eye.s. He didn't say anything to help
He was a small man, in his fifme: ties,
turned and looked at me,
white-haired and his thick
then there was nothing ahe could say.
put the towel aside.
This was my time to rise or fall mustache had been Urne-bieacheo
to
match hie mane. He had eyes
"Sit down. eninke." He pulled as a man, and it was a terrible
ILI clear as glass marbles, yet
a chair away from the table and decision to make, against
one's
there was warmth In the man: I
I sort of dropped in it, as though own brother.
my legs no longer wanted to supHer voice was soft when she felt it instinctively.
"You're not a farmer," he said
port my weight.
Sald, "7 love your Smoke, really
evenly. "and since Fiageman has
"The inershal get here?" I love you."
asked.
How I'd wanted to hear her no brothers, you must he an
0•Ciare"
"An hour ago. They sent Bud say that I looked at her.
"But
"Smoke," I said. "Henry
Ledbetter couldn't have picked you'd love me a lot less if
I
• better man" fie scraped hack faded you now, wouldn't you?" CY Dare."
"I'll call you Smoke," Ledbetanet her chat. and sal down across
"No," she said. "A man can
from me. "What's the matter only be what he is. He cant rise tCT said, motioning toward •
with eou. Smoke? I've never seen very far above that, no matter chair.
"I've got to talk to you,. sir,"
you looking so peaked before."
how hard he tries."
I stayed in Bill Hageman,Iii I saki.
And I'd never felt this way
"(kit something I
before either. so I told litim every- kitchen for almost an hour • Jagle
Ought ,to
thing, the whole, rotten story, stayed with me, remaining silent, know?"
"Yes,
air,
I
but
have the rope that
lending Infinite strength just
about my finding the rope and
what Heel( Overland had said and by being there. Finally I stood hung Wade Everett"
His expression remained inthe cleanest Daher had had with up and walked out of the house.
She followed me to the porch flexible. "red you hang him,
Everett.
son?"
•
Julie watched me, not saying where Bill waited.
"No, and 1 ain't sere who did."
After untying my horse and
• anything Bill never Molt his
eyes
"Theis how do you know about
off my face and when I finished, swinging up, I said, "What kind
the
rope?" His eyes held a deep
he said quietly, "This looks bad of a fella is Bud e aelbetter ? Easy
for Luther. What are you going to talk to? -Because what I got iaterest, perhaps curiosity. "Better tell me all about It." ..
to say I. going to come hard."
to do about it, Smoke?"
When there was no more to
Julie suddenly put her hands
"7 don't know." I admitted.
over her face and began to cry. tell, Ledbetter asked the questi
"What can I do, Bill?"
I
was
afraid I'd never be able to
but with relief, I knew. Bill threw
fie shook his head. "At • time
answer. "Why, Smoke?"
eke this, s man has to do what away his cigarette and stepped
What
WILA the answer? I went
off tele porch. His voice was very
ne thinks Is
. I can't help soft, i'llou'r
e the tallest man I've over to the window and looked
you, Smoke. Julio can't help you
seen in a spell of Sundays, down into the street, studying the
either "
Smoke. I'll ride along with you, If hostility there. At length I had .
"Bet what would you do?"
an answer:
turned around and
you want."
"I don't know." Bill said. "It
"I'll go this one alone," I said said,. "Because we can't go on
all depends on What a mall Is and wheeled
living
like
this, Marshal. We can't
away, taking the
inside How deep does hie 6esee Pones
go on looking at each other and
City road.
of right and wrong go?"
thinkin
g
things
about each other.
Of the hundred-odd times
"You're talking a hou I my traveled that
A man's better oft dead than
road, the one
'brother."
always remember 14 the one I living like that. We either got to
Bill nodded. "He's Cord's broth- wantto forget, most. Once my trust each other and get along,
er ton. What would Cord do about mind was
made up, it stayed that or we'll all end up bad."
It?"
"That is," I-elbetter said softly,
way. and the hurt was something
"Cover for him,"
said with- I was going tg have to live Leith "AS good a rebson as a man can
out hesitation. "Tie mest have
have. But the price to you is
the rest of my life.
been eoverthet for ham all along.
When I got to town I stopped high." He picket up his hat and
,It's the only reason he could
have at the end of the street. hardly squared It on his head. "Shall we
had for egotibg you into a
flay, able to believe what I saw Every go? I'll have to arrest Luther ••
trying to keep everybody from farmer
in our part of the country
looking too closely at the
Was In town, and armed. As I
"'You turned In your own
°Twee " I placed my face In
rode down that street, every eye brother!' Oord Scream
ed rii me.
my hands "I rani carry this
Wilts on me. and I imagine the 'and (hen—" but eon
II nue
load, Bill. Maybe Cord can,
but Impulse to kill me waa strong In Smoke'
ea
s
story
4-4/1.• ••••••
here
•
tomorrow.
•

r

re

• There was considerable truth
in his coritastion. Actors, for the
most part, are not for real. Oft
stage, they are a pretty uninteresting bunch and many of
them seem to spend a good deal
of time -huddled
around the
chilly fire of their own egos,
there are exceptions, but I
would say most actors I have
met have struck me as a kind
of reiarded breed of adult.
Habit- Carried Over
• A TV producer I once intervit.-vied put it this way: "All of
us like to stand on our heads
when we're kids—at gets us atietaion, lhe pecukar.ining about
actors is that they stand on
their heads during adulthood."
Which
brines
us to "Mr.
Adams- and Eve," a CBS-TV
series that operates on the assumption that show folic are
witty, brilliant and almost unbearably chic (To be chic in
show circles means you kiss instead of shaking hands when
introduced),
is an untenable assurtuption,
-
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DEAD STOCK
removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service
7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
1308,
A7C

ice selection of good used round GOOD
Used
Washers. M. G
Ming tables. Prices start at Richar
dson. Phone 74.
F18C
_00. Crass Furniture Company,
horse 361.
F19C
'FOR
ofessor's Drtani mouse. One
lock from college. 3 bedrooms,
2 NICE 3 room furnished apart two baths, study, air conditionmerits. Ground floor. Hot water
er, automatic heat. Phone 721.
and bath. Cheap rent. 1208 West
TFC Main. Phone 325
F20C
CROSS vJORD PUZZ
LE

.

LOST on Highway 94 between
Murray and Cadiz, Friday, Feb.
14, one J. C. Haggins brown tarpaulin, size 15x20. Pinder return to Calloway County Soil
Improvement Aseec and get reward.
F20C

Physical Education
For Handicapped
SACRAMENTO, Calif. —*—
Boys who -usually get left out
when the other kids hit the
athletic field are 'participating
in an experimental -remedial
,physical education" course at
Sacramento High School.
The course attracts students
with partial physical handicaps,
with weight-control problems or
those who simply want to restrengthen injured limbs director Dick Kelley, said.
Kelly explained that activities ranged from weight -lifting
Li, chess, with special program,
prepared to meet the needs of
each individual,
Principal Albert Sasearego is
almost as enthusiastic as Kelley
about the •-program.
"We have students who cannot participate in regular physical education activities," Sassarego said, "but we feel they
should be given an opportunity
to engage in some form of recreation."

Ft

Highway
Drivers Miss Trees
Express

BOSTON — !VI — Many of
America's
fastest
and
newest
highways and toll roads are
consistently avoided by motorists unwilling to face 'the sizzling discomfort - of driving without shade, the Automobile Legal
Ase,ciation reports.
A spot survey by the ALA
showed
that
landscaping
attempts I in most highways rarely get past perfunctory clumps
of grass and scrub bushes,_ of
A JUDICIAL STUDENT
Little sun-screening value to the
hot weather motorist.
•
MOSCOW. Idaho • --411-- LaThe
orgarsization
said
that
mont Jones of Mated, University
many motorists compare a trip
of Idaho senior law student,
along -Massachusetts' Route 128
works 20 hours a week as a city
with a' Sahara Desert crossing.
police court judge and as a jus'And. it added, the new 239-miltice of the peace. In police
tion-dellar Massachusetts Turncourt, he handles minor criminpike is also conspicuously withal- and traffic cases, punishable
out a single redeeming shade
by fines up. to $100. In justice
tree.
court, he can mete out fines
The
ALA
believes
federal
of $300 and jail terms up to
planners
should .give
serious
six months.
consideration to possible remedies 'for this situation.
Vermont, with 1/400 at the
nation's population produces 10
per cent of the nation's machine
tools, 40 per cent of its structural and munumentat marble,
96 er cent of its asbestos and
33 per cent of its monumental
—
granite.- -

to think she was. CBS-TV's "To 'Milto
n Berle will be a surTell the Truth" proved again
prise guest.tin NBC-TV's "TreaTuesday night it is the least
sure Hunt" next Tuesday evenpainle_ss of t 'h e panel shows.
ing. Arthur Godfrey will try to
Virgil
Earp, the nephew
of stimulate interest in his CBS
Wyatt Earp who bowed in TuesTV "Palerst Scouts" by giving
day as a contestant on CRSaway $5000 prize to the mairtit's
TV'il "The $84,000 Question,"
top talere. Lorraine Stadia of
engaged in an udd bit of chit
NBC-TV's "Life of Riley" and
Chat with Hal March—he condaughter
of
William
Bendix,
fessed to Shouting a man back
has signed for six weeks
of
in 1895.
summer stock in - Connecticut.
The Channel Swim: Doretta
Morrow has replaced Marguerite
Piazza as guest star on t h e
CBS-TV Victor 139r-ge spec. Feb.
19. Forty five stars, including
Ingrid Bergman, Marlon Bran',
Laurence
Olivier
and
Frank
Sinatia, will appear on a new
half-hour 26-week nadio series
of UNSECO--ir11 be launched
on Feb. 20 over ABC radio.

FINALLY PAYS UP
---MeGITIRE AIR FORCE BASE,
N. J. IP —The McGuire Base
exchange 'o'fficer has received
an anonym .us note from an
alrinan in San Antonio, Tex.,
who wrote:
"This dollar is for one cup
taken from a cafeteria two years

,
Is your car picking your pockets?

,

k
tack: Genevieve, the
French singer • on the NBC-TV
Jack Pear Show, shows signs
of developing into another Dody
Goodman—she has a charmnig
lack
of
comprehension
about
her that provides gaud music
bounce for Pear. Walter Slezak
on
Tuesday
night's
ABC-TV
"Telephone T a m e" offering,
"Recipe for Success," turned in
his customary deft pesfortmance
—it's too bad tht CBS-TV seems
Ito have abandoned 'plans to star
him in a series of his own.
Louis Nye was pretty funny on
the NBC-TV George
show Tuenday night, but Gobel
wasn't. Neither was guest Helen
Traubel, although she seemed

L ...
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Switch to Rambler
Record Penny -a -Mile Economy
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Only Rambler's

yr.
,ey

sales are up 81%—because it's America's all-time economy champ. Rambler 6 with overdr
ive
holds three official NASCAR Economy Records,
less
than a penny a mile for gasoline. Rambler has smart
new'
styling, highest resale. And only Rambler gives yen
the

Your

For Prompt Installation Ca'll-

my.

Benjamin Franklin was largely
responsible for the reforms in
the criminal codes and in penal
procedures that were written into
Pennsylvania law in the early
179
"..a..I 4.._ _Ivrea& eventeaI ly
through the new nation.

t

NANCY

one that even the fawning movie
tan magazines have largely
abandoned: 'But How-and 'Duff
and Ida Lupine, w,ho play the
Leads in "Mr. Adams and Eye,"
seem to have failed to receive
the. word. They go on perpetuating the myth that in Hollywood,
everyone is just mad, mad, mad,
utterly triad, du you hear?
Impossible to Accept
And, of course, as a result,
the series is irruposs.ble to accept. It is not . for rsal. It is a
series purportedly about show
folk, but it ac-,ually is peopled
by phony characters invoivea in
phony situakiena, all of at peppered with phony dialogue.
It is a nonaen.se series and its
-fun" is ersatz. Tuesday_ night's
plot was typical and I won't
even bother to recount it except to say that it was a "tun"
excursion into astrology
with
Eve &Aquarius) and lie ougbaixt
(Sastioarsus).
But lea's face it, like almost
all :he installments in tills series, it was strictly Tawas. the
Bull.

best of both: American big car room and
comfort, plus
European small car handling ease and
econo

nrik.American
106 N. SO Alt
M array, Ky.
PS. 1177
4 I
Wr•te,e a••wares as. Ian

Motors Means Mere Per Americana

WILSON MERCURY-RAMBLER
515 So. 12th St.
—
by Erni* Bushman's,
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SLATS

by Ftaeburn Van Burns
THEY'RE STILL
KEEP AFTER TleF_M,
1111.111.11.111.1111PEADING OUT TO SEA ,
00895-WE NEED
CHARLIE DOBBS IS TRANSSIR, I FIGURE THEY
ALL THE INFORMATION
NUTTING HIS ON -THE -SPOT
GOT THEiR SPACE
YOU CAN GET 10 US
REPORTS FROM WHAT RE
SHIPS STASHED
BEFORE THE
CONSIDERS IS THE MOON!
AWAY SOME ATTACK ON
WHERE'
EARTH,'

IN A FEW HOURS WE WILL ARRIVE
AT EARTH:: CONQUER THEM AND
ALL OUR TROUBLES WILL SE
OVER

THE INVADERS FROM
MOON ISLAND ARE
COMING INTO

VIEW, CHIEF

UL' MINER
(
p551",rf-11-9,
f-AW
,
04.1
:
SMARTER&ON ZWD —
L//YEAH/S- 7"-/-4'V

23E/N'ALIVE-L/KE
L4. ABNER /5.!
. r

GorA

DAY
cinfiAArl

THAR'S NO FOOD LEFT
FO'YO:HONEST ABE,BUT
MEBBE YO'KIN G LT SOME
NOURISHMENT OUT OF

GutP!!Al-L
NEEDS
A

T'SOUND O'HER &DOW

N/C7/717-

EATI N

ooe),Too!!

r-A

by Al Capp

of)

TLF
LATH DOES NOT OFTEN COME IN
THE SHAPE OF A FAT EI'L MAN IN A
FAT LI'L CA -"-
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Lupin° Fail To Get The WOrd

By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NBW YORK Afi —"Show People Are No People," an acquaintance ot mine
used
to
Mien to a tune by hwing Berlin.

Se par ward far am day. attrsimena rof 17 wards
ter 60. — Oa per ward far arm
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WOMEN'S PAGE
Timkpboa.

Leckie Landolt, Editor
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Wiattier stelae on
care and growth of
recent meeting of
Grove lamer:eaters
home of Mrs. Floyd

Club Nowa

1685

agement Announced

Mrs. Toy Brandon was hostess
to the Seeteh Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club recent.
Members air/sheered roil call
on "How Do ?reS Cerribat CornritUrruirrt." • The
Heinle , Demonsermon agent teki the, group
about Farm and Home Week.
-She reported on each --program
duringthe . week.
Mrs Bob Orr free the letsson
-Grovaing Room". She
iscressed nee. ee plan and care
flu the
ewers.

Mrs. Alfred Tar gave notes
on
lanceeaping. Reparts
and
minutes were read by the secretary - t reasu ter. Mrs. Clifton
Jenes. Mrs. Eugene Smith. president, presided at the busin
ms
meeting. Mrs. John Warren road
the scripture lesson and
Mrs.
Weather loci in prayer. llieug
ht
Mrs.Denna Boyd called the
ear the month wes reed by
Mrs. meetin
g to erder —and— Mrs. LuA. D. Stark.
ther -- Downs read the cievetional.
Mrs. Bakeate Wrather was
Mrs. Autry McRey-nolies prepresent and meowed films
lantscapink - notes ,on
of sented
Jackien and Perkins resesi.
starting to work oh .• the 'lawn
and the • eirreet seed eu use.
The next Meeting will be
in
Recreation was led by Mrs.
the name of Mrs. Bel
Wraither leanley
Griegran.
The . neet
on Mardi 12. Visitors are
a wel- rnee:jig
ill--be' an all day
corn&
meeting . in the: home of Mrs.
Caton Jones All easitors are
eksorne— Reireatamema _ were
arved by Mrs. Sr Alley Gregran
eel the bastese.
a
•• • a

1

COLLEGE CHURCH
OF CHRIST

S

Ba
the
ton
a
Mr

The WMS of Scott Grove
Reread Church met recently in
• ae. home 4 Mrs. Toy Bovatn.
Miss Sue Caroline Richardson
Stx Members were pneeer far
•
meeting. Ainendcrtg were
Mr. and MN. M. G. Richardson. 407 South Eighth
'•' erasmes .Cr ee. Spann, 0.a 'Street. Murr
ay, announce the engagement and appro
ach.eteher. W. W. la:reeve en. Billy'
ing marriage of their—only daughter, Sue
Caroline, to
; Hurt. Terry Lawrence • and
Mr. Gene Bogard, sot" of Mr. and Mrs. Nomon Boga
:' y B eelen. Mrs. Boyce Mcrd
Murray.
of RMisso e cyhardson
s
•: was the ony viserar.
Richa
rdson
.a
senior at Murray High School
.
eel/amen:4: were served by
and Mr. BogareAndtd school at Kirksey High
'es Guest: K
School.

Max. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Service - Equipped

with Oxygen
— Friendly Service —
811 N. 4th St. Ph. 98

•

4
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The weddi

Le an event in April.

•

NOW GOING ON!

bb

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Tuesday. February 18
Murray
The
Assembly
of
Rainbow for Girls will meet in
the Masonic Hall at
in the
even:rag.
a • ••
The Darras Clase of the First
Baptist Church win meet ;in
the home of Mrs. Cha?les SexSun at 6:30 in the evenind for
a petluck supper. Group VI,
Mrs. Sexton as captain; is in
charge.
•• • •
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ELGIN and BULOVA

WATCH TRADE-IN

W3
A'2

be

UP TO p25.00 TRADE-IN
on your watch regardless of condition! -
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FURCHES JEWELRY
113 S. 4th

PHONE 193-J
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JERRY LEWIS
"SAD SACK"
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The Music Department of the
Murray
Woman's
will
Club
meet at the club houe at 7:30
in the evening. The program
veil be elifuec In Cr. Hee, ewes are Meadames James Las.seer., Ray Kern. Charles Simmolts,' R;aiert
M.lier, FIA.bert
Evans. Charles
Baer, Julian
Telley. A rehearsal fer the festSili,t;
4 will fellow the meet-

The Lynn Grove P.T.A. will
meet at the school building at
2:45 p.m. instead of Thursday
night as previously scheduled.
A Founders Day Program has
been prepared by Mrs. Crawford
McNeely and Mrs. William Whitlaw. All members are urged to
attend. Please note change in
•• • •
The Businese and Prefeeseinal
Women's Club will meet at the
Woman's Club Heuse at 6:30 in
the evening. wse- Mary Burfoet
is in charge er the pr egracts.
••• •
TTTe Paris District Suaaeutahs
will meet in Paris. Tenn., in the
tame of Mrs. Jimmy trim at
11:00 in the morning.
• a; • •
The Women's Aso,clatwo
the °elegy Presbyterian Church
will mete in the )
t" me of
Mrs.
Ersicn Perkins, North 8th St.,
at 8:(K) in the evening.

The Alpha Pepartment of the
• • • •
Murray Woman' Club 'meet at
iseeelemeeiheseasees at ehe
•
115-4411
121e Mt SLIP1161-441
"
meet.in the .home of Mrs. Jim•••
-,
my
Robert
son.
Farme
r
Avenue,
The Mernonal Save:: Churrh's
• 'errnediate GA, YWA, and at 700 in the evening.
• • SS •
lies will meet at the church
The Home Department of the
• r a miser:on study beta. A
ered dish canner will be Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 2:30 in the afternoon. Pro- ed.
-gram chairman is Mrs. J. A.
•
eel.
The' C.alkrway County and city Outland. Miss Mary Burfoot will
Many
;rary is (pen the afternoon have the pregrarn on
siti 1:30 until 4:30 an the see- Happy Returns." Hostesses are
e1 fluor in the court house. Mesdames Noel Melutn, Vester
..aranan will be Mrs. Raymond Orr, L. M. Overbey and Joe
. einem. The library will be op- Parker.
•• • •
every Tuesday and 'Friday
Friel•y, February 21
•erne•-n at the above time.
The Weed Dray af Prayer (iberyene is . urged to use this
servence will 41... held in the
;nary open fl the public.
First Chriattan Church at 1 paw
••• •
Circle II of the WSCS of the The United Church Women of
:eta ale'bodist Church w i 1 1 Celloway County invites the
ese with Miss Fley Robbins public to attend.
• • ••
i22 Wee Main Street, at 2:30.
Circle .1 of the WSCS of the
Saturday February 22
e•ret
Metnedtst Church
will
.e. in Lae social hall of the
The Alpha Department of _the
eines a two-mtly -0. •6OcIr.
Murray W•man's Club v....II meet
••••
at 230 in the afterneon at the
wscs circle III of the Meth- club house. Speaker will be
st Church we Imete in the .Mire Rube Smith on -Facts,
;mei of Mrs. J. B. Farris, Pep- Faith. Failures arid Fermeas."
•r Street, at 2:30 in yle aftlEr- ifsets'SSts are Mesdames H. C.
Wre•-•dbraige,. V. W. Winds)r,
.•
• • ••
Reber Hornsby. Mary Brown
The WMU of the First Baptist and - Miss &Ley Ligon.
• •••
;:tireat will have its general
.eeting at the- church at 230
Monday, February 24
-. the afternaen. Vietation for
Tait American Legion Auxil- Lime Week! Prerparn for the iary will meet et the Collegiate
...leans 'A-ill be Door P,,Sta and Grill at 630 in the evening for
aites with Circle IV in cherge.
meeting.
- -a • • •
• • .• •
Wednesday, February 19
The Surburban H•ornemakers
'Mc.'J. N. Willi•rns Chapter 'of Club will meet at 6:30 in the
.e
li• ed
Da u Veal; or the home' et Mrs. Paul Max Wasson
••nfederacy will meet at 2:30 (eo Whenell Avenue:
•. the at:el-tarn at the home
.f Mrs. W. P. Roberts, 800 Olive
Streets a rubber band across
- tete. All members are urged ctiedren's toy
'auto or "trUCks.
attend
;
I'
'1 a6 as a burr-Tr'
• •• e
pr,
' setae:ties on furniture
Thursday, February 20
Ii g
ad baseboards.

3
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Flint Baptist WMS
Has First Meeting
With Mrs. Roberts

ILI'S Scotts Grove
.1Ieets in Home of
- Bowlen

7:00 - 8:00 p.m.

UE

ANNIPImMinimor

A panel dipcuseion, "Christian Action On, The March",
was given et a recent meeting
of the WSCS of the Hazel
Methodist Church in the home
of Mrs. Ralph /Edwards, Murra
y
Highewey.
Mrs. Aunnan Neuport was in
charge of the lx•ogr:
am. She was
asessted in eW preseetation by
Mesdames D .N. White, Owen
Brandon, Ovis Smith, N.
A
Wlaldrop, T. S. Heron, and W.
C.
Hacks.
•
The pupal...be of the discussion
was to chellenge the cenacience
of eadi member that she will
examine her own attetudes and
.actions and resolve ea make
them more Christ like.
Mrs. John McColough gee*
the
dievoteonal.
Mrs.
Robert
Taylor. °hairy-tan presided during the business meeting
at
which time the gainsay weed
to send an els:tering Do
the
Methodist Theolugacal Seminary
in Korea.
Mrs. D. N. White closed
the
meeting with prayer. During
the
social hour, refreshments
carrying out the Valentine
Day
motif were served to 13
members and three gueete.
••••

Have You Heard
Overton?

Ra
the
eve

4.

A Panel Discifeni90
Presented By Mrs.
Neu port, WSCS

Weise.

•
Mrs. Bill Wrather
Mrs. Toy Brandon
Speaks on Growing Hostess To Plea
sant
Roses For Himakers Grove Hom
emakers

TUESDAY — FEBRUARY 18, 1953 le
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THIS IS A TIN:11 11 CAR!

The WMS of the Flint
Bap•.e Church had its first
meeting recently in the home of
Mrs.
Gebel Roberts with 19
menbees present.
Mrs. Bennie Miller gave
the
I devotional taken frorn
Rornans
and Ephesiarts. The
program,
"Eight reasons why W,ToLU
" was
given by Meadames James
Miller, L. A. Jones; Joe B.
Hopkms, Ryan Graham, Gabel
Roberts, Robert Herring,
Euckhe
Roberts, and Macon Rickm
an.
Mrs. Miller preended
at the
meeting.

•• ••
Younger Married
Women of Cherry
Corner Have Meet

Is Is..
21 22 13re -

(If

you

don't believe it, ask Junior

31-

Lampkins)°

,

1950 FORD
CUSTOM V-8 TWO DOOR
RADIO • HEATER • KENTUC
KY4LICENSE •SEAT COVERS
•
ORIGINAL BLACK PAINT • LOCALLY
OWNED • GOOD TIRES
• PERMANENT ANTI-FREEZE

The Younger Married -Women's Class of the Cherry Corner Bapeet Church met recent.n the home of Mrs. Roy
Laeasiater at 7:00 in the V% L11-

STARTS EVEN IN Z,F,R0 WEATHER
(Wouldn't say how long it will

The business
meeting
a•als
conducted
by
Mrs.
Latest er,
president. Mrs Lon Outband is
teacher
class. Mrs. Perry
Hendon led in the devutional.
Games were played and prizes
wen by Mrs. Jame McKin
ney,
Requarth. Ohms Outland, Hassel Shelton. James McKinney,
James Garland, J. B. Bell. Bennit- Collie, R. J. Burece,
Milburn Outland, Hoyt Roberta
and
Rey Lassiter.
• • ••

take!)

••••

LACKS ONE TIRE OF HAVING NEW
SET

of the

UNDERCOATED!
(With

at

Snow and Ice)

T°n(

•1

I re
rause
croase
place.
Jul;
yard
*kiwi;

This car was purchased from Lam
pkips Motor Sales. If
you don't like it, go to him and get
your 42.22 back.

PERSONALS
Miss Bettie Thornton and Mrs.
Ediel Ward of Preplar Street
led Tuesday for Caaa Grande,
Arizona to spend several weeks
with their brother Henry 'Thorn
ton and family.
••••
Mr and Mrs. Max Olson
rid
chateirerr of
EzIville, Ind.,
spent
weeit
with Mrs.
Ole on's arents, Mr and
Mrs.
Harry I. Sledd on Poplar street.
• • ••
TRAFFIC TOLL UP
LON'DON
— Highway accidents killed 5.550 persons
in
Britain lase year for the highes
t
toil since the war. the Minist
ry
;4 Tremport repented
afay.
The figure was 163 above
-ie.

REGISTER Thurs, Fri.& Sat.
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Truth Car Away For Only '2.2
2

Drawing Sat. At 8.pm.
Men and Women over 16 years old may
register once each

JIl

anyti
oft n
he a
for I
to dr

day...
. Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Boys and Girls under 16 are not eligible.
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BOAT MISS — Derith Lindsay
makes with a aall-setting pose
to harken ye to the Southern
California National Boat show
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THE LEDGER & 'TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAC,'!TVA

$2.22

Duff - Lupin° Fail 'To Get The Word

By WILLIAM EWALD
one that even -the fawning istovie
United Press Staff Correspondent tan magazines ha v e
largely
NEW YORK Iti —"Show Peo- abandoned. But Howard ,Duff
ple Are No People," an, ac- and Ida Lupin°, who play time
quaintance of mine used to leads in "Mr. Adams and Eve,"
Is per word for owe day. wilielmoot of 17 words
for 1108 — Os pew word for three days. Clowelf
craun to a tune by Irving Ber- seem to have failed to receive
lod ado aro sayable Mt allows,.
lin.
theityurd. They go on perpetuatThere was considerable truth ing the myth that in Hollywood,
51 88 Olds, Murray car, 1 owner
in hin contattion. Actors, for Inc everyone is just mad, mad, mad,
A-I condition, guaranteed. Five f
most isart, are not for real. Off utterly mad, do you hear?
Points Ser. Sta.
F22P
Impossible to Accept
stage, they are a pretty unimAP HAY. 50e a bale at barn,
And, of course, as a result,
101 acre farm, excellent stale DEAD STOCK remove
ternoti
ng
bunch
and
many
of
d
frac
deliver
c
ed. Call L. J. Hill of
LOST on Highway 94 between
cultivation. Known as R. H. Radio dispatched trucks.
them seem. to spend a good deal the series is impossible to acDuncan Murray and Cadiz, Friday,
Murray 1902 or HYalit 2-3381.
Feb. of time- 'huddled around
Lassiter farm, T. G. Shelton, Sr. Tankage Co. Promp
the cept. It is nut for real. It .is a
service
t
7 14, one J. C. Higgins brown tarF20C Phone 531.
chilly fire of their own egos. series purportedly about 'snow
F19C days,a weak. Call long distance
paulin, size 15x20. Finder reOhere are exceptions, but I folk, but it iuoually is peapleai
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
ice selection of good used round GOOD Used Washer
turn to Calls/way County Soil
s. M. G
would say most actors I have Dy phony characters involvea in
1308.
ining tables. Prices start at Richardson. Phone
ATC
Improv
ement
14.
As.
F18C
and get re- met have struck
5.00. Crass Furniture Company,
me as a kind phony anuationa,.. all of it pepward—
F20C of retarded breed
pered with phony dialogue.
hone 381.
of adult.
F19C
Rots a nonsense series and its
Habit Carried Over
rofessor's Dream rouse. One
A TV producer I once inter- "fun'" is ersatz. Tuesday night's
lock from college. 3 bedrooms, 2
vn•wed put p. this way: "All of plot was typical and I won't
NICE 3 room furniahed apart- eaalletWWINyie
two baths, study, air oonditiozn. ments.
us lake to stand on our heads even bo.,her to recount it exGnound floor. Hot water , BE
YOUR OWN
er, automatic heat. Phone 721. and bath.
when we're kids—it gets us at- cep. to say that it Was a "fun"
Cheap rent. 1208 West
excursion into astrology with
SACRAMENTO, Calif. —6P— tetnian. the peculiar ...lung
TFC Mann, Phone 325.
NOOIRN
about
F20C
Eve (Aquarius) and lie nusoand
Boys who usually get left out actors is that they stand
on
SERVICE STATION
when the other kids hit the their heads during adulthood." (Saga/anus).
CROSSvVORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's P,trzle
Beat let's face it, iike almost
glhletic field are participating
Which
brings us to "Mr.
For Lease
ACROSS
35
all the installments in this rerin an experimental "remedial Adams -and Eve," a CBS-T
AlAVE SplA P Tr71
40
V
Pronoun
I -American
R T E R kA.L. E
Les, it was strictly Taurus the
physical education" course at series thrit operates on
41 -11a m
Minimum Investment Needed
vidia>ist
the asIS Ala.. 1101/
GREW V
Sacramento High School.
Bull.
4- Preittatitton
sunaXi
on
-Limb
46
that
show
Call
856
LA OM EaS P A
folk are
or 2097-R
6 Mia
47-Fa.no to
The course attracts students witty, brilliant 'and
PIG T
11- All
._ED DOR
alin.ist. un50-Sun add •
II- Pertaining to
with partial physical handicaps, bearably .chic
AC E 8
62
EX
P
11,1).
To be risk in
f -- lc
Fick: Genevieve. the
Wirth
ltilble teed
Si' R Ai
with weight-control problems or show circles means
DER! OE,.
Neat hoe
56 ,fipolten
you kiss in- French singer on the .NBCaTV
P.'.. N PONES
16 -River in
"
.
those who simply want to re- stead of Shaking hands
54- Delights In
France
when Jack Raar Show, shows signs
rrailEOS L I E OOP I NT
60-itoman gods
strengthen injured hntas direc- introduced).
II- 1/0/114.1[rated
61- Withdraw
,91N09ill
of developing into another Dody
Li U R
AS
Naho,,. "been
63
Herta,
Dick
tor
Kelley,
It Is an untenable assumption, Goodman—s/he
said-.
INE
T E ND I IS
21 -Matures
SAVE Top Valise Stampes for
has a charmnig
115-Singing voice
22- ketitetem daily
kflf
.
Kelly explained that activiTA S E A gt. NUE
I4-Sa lb ft ht.r.I
top value gifts. Main St. Shell
lack of camprehenatan about
22- Witless
47-Printer's
RS
075.M
G
- rakes'
Station. Thluena.s Jones, owner, ties ranged from weight-lifting
her that provides good music
men vure
22-Prophet
Porter ankutt, manager. .Char- to chess, with special programs
bounce for Maar. Walter Slezak
21 -A.'?
4-141ou.
DOWN
28 - A vontinent
lee Chita-Litt Ph5ne 9119. Sixth prepared to meet the needs of
on Tuesday night's ABC-TV
nymph
•
Ribl.r
1-Writes
each individual.
li--Itroetirt •
'4- Near
and Main streete.
"Telephone T a m e" offering,
— —
2- River In
F20C
('00nt-t
35- Male swan
Principal Albert Sassarego is
Siberia
7 I 'Ion,-,.,- little
BOSTON — 1ff — Many of "Recipe for Suocese," turned in
13 Music: ag
2-French
almost
104:4
S.
14r
as
e
enthusi
astic
as
KelIV
NH11..0
_America's fastest and newest his cusnanary deft performance
_
conjunctIon
SINPER Sewing Machin
e Sale‘ about the program.
9-:11•10
_
171envays and toll roads are --it's too bed tht CBS-TV settles
and Service on all makes, ni
10-01041rue/
Jaave students who can- consistently
avoided by motor- to have abandoned plans to star
12- 1'..iuos
mile on Lynn Grove Road. Leon not
partici
pate
in regular phy- ists unwilling
14-b'.?.' 01 -row
to face the sizzl- him in a series of his own.
Hall. Phone 934-J before 8:00 sical
1 - Want
educat
ion activities," Sas- ing discomfort
20- MA,,s
of driving with- LANS Nye was pretty funny on
a.m, or after "4:00 p.m.
F20C saregO said, "but we feel they
out ahade, the Automobile Legal the NBC-TV George Gobel
24 riir.
should be given an opportunity
us
show Tuesday night, beat Gobel
U- Ha,•
10
Association reports.
"Parking is no Problem" at to engage in some form of rec27Wm 01
A spot survey by the ALA wasn't. Neither was guest Helen
28-Peel
/5 l•
Starks Hardware, 12th •& Pop- reation."
:114 r/ /IS
J
slanted that
1..yi
dandacaping
...
at- Traubel, although she seemed
30- Suffix
lar. Phone 1142 for free cit.)
14
tempts en most hodyways rare...ly4
S
delivery
TFC
ly get past peffunctory clumps
3. 57 ,
I30
of grass and scrub bushes, - of
-Crw,ki
ng
' •4
"
40
A
JUDIC
42Edllay
sr
IAL
STUDE
/A
roOt
f
NT
nlattreeses
Rebuilt like new.
little sun-screening value to the
44-Snak.
West Ky. Mattreas, Mfg. Co.,
46-if-herrn
hot' weather .motorist.
MOSCOW. Idaho --Att— La41/t- Pigeons
.
Paducah. Ky. Murray represene
The organization
42-Noi iiatt•Inis
said
that
mont
Jones
of
Mated.
University many motorists
tante Tabere Upholstery Shop,
compare, a trip
of
Mali
senior law atudent4; along101 N. 3rd. Phone 549..
Massachusetts' Route 128
TFC works
20 hours a week as a city with
•
a Sahara Desert crossing.
:"""
541 rnnionotion
-police court judge and as a jusAnd,
ro- Snak
it added, the new 239-mu sompiph foe
SINGER Sewing Machine Sale. tice of the peace. In police bun-dollar Massachusetts
Turn"repcourt,
he
handle
s
mince
crimin
Servic
e
on
112
all makes. Phone
S0te of rs•ait,
pike is also conspicuously withWAY
••••• P.m"••••••Ift
54-S
r...vrriu
.
.1101 for
Leon Hall, 934-J before 8 or al and traffic cases, punishable out a single redeem
ing shade
by fines up to $100. In justice tree.
after 4.
F19C
court, he .,can mete .out fines
The
ALA
believes
federal
of $300 arid jail terms up to
planners should
give serious
Prompt Installation C.:1—
six months.
consideration to possible remedies 'for this situation.
PROPANE

RY 22
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FOR SALE. 1

F6R RENT
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Services Offered

LOST4 FOUND

FOR LEA-SE

Boss

Phyaical Education
For Handicapped

-

to think she was. CBS-TV's "To Milton
Berle will be a surTell the Truth" proved again prise
guest on NBC-TV's "TreaTuesday night it is the lead sure
Hum" next Tuesday evenpainie% of t h e panel shows. ing.
Arthur Godfrey will try to
Virgil b)arp, the nephew
of stimulate interest in, his OBS.
Wyatt Earp who bowed in TuesTV "Talent Scouts" by giving
day as a contestant. on CBSaway $5000 prize to the month's
TV'il "The 884,000 Question,"
top talent. Lorraine Bendix of
engaged in an odd bit of chit NBC-T
V's "Life of Riley" and
chat with H.al March—he condaughter of William
Bendix,
fessed to sihooting a man back
has signed for six weeks
in 1895.
summer stock in Connecticut.

a

The Channel 'Swim: Doretta
Morrow has replaced Marguerite
Piazza as guest star on t h e
CBS-TV Victor Burge spec. Feb.
19. Feirt, five stags, including
Ingrid Straps-Ian, Marlon Brannu,
Laurence Olivier
and
Frank
Sinatra, will appear on a new
half-hour 26-,week radio series
of UNSECO-41.11 be launched
on Feb. 20 over ABC radio,

FINALLY PAYS UP
McGUIRE AIR FORCE BASE,
N. J. 1ff —II
-re McGuire Base
exchange 'officer has received
ananyir
an
n..us note from an
airman in San Antonio, Tex.,
who wrote:
"This dollar is for one cup
taken from a cafeteria two years

Is your car picking your pockets?
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I'm not heavy enough."
more than one man,
TO CO HOME and face .Luther
"Ni one can carry it for you,"
1 saw •VInce Ranfolf standing
I now was out of the question. Bill Hageman said.
"Smoke, there in front of the hotel with a
dou1 rode on toward the giver. comes a time in every
man's life ble-barreled shotgun in the crook
roused there for a time, then When he has to stand
alone, if of his arm and I pulled in, discrosses) over to Bill Hagcman's he has integrity. Withou
t it, he'll mounting. "Mr. Randolf, where
place.
fall, and once he's fallen, he'll
can 1 find the United States MarJulie heard rue crossing the never be the same again."
He got shal ?"
yard and came out. 1 dismounted, up and put his hand on my
shoul"Inside
slowly and tied Op.
der. "Janie and I are going to for- stepped ." Randolf said. He
aside to let me pass.
"Smoke O'Dare," she cried, get what you said here, if
that's
The clerk looked at me un"What': wrong?"
the way you choose to play it,
easily. "Mr, Ledbetter? Room
I pist shook my head and Einioke. You do what you feel
le eight at the head
stepped into t he shade. ''Bill right, and think about at
of the stairs."
capeI went up, counting each step
tome —
fully."
•
,
though
as
they led to the gallows.
-He's Inside. Smoke, What hapleaked at him. "Turn Luther
At number eight 1 knocked and
pened?"
in?"
a
bass
voice
invited me in.
1 took her arm and we went
"1 can't tell you." Bill said and
Bud Lad better was stretched
tato the house Bill was in the went down the hall.
kitenen. stripped to the waist and
Julie came around to my side out on the bed; he swung his feet
washing the refuse of a sleep- and put her arm around me. She to the floor as I closed the door.
He was a small man, in his fifless night trom his eyes. He didn't say anything to help
me;
turned and iooked at me, then there was nothing she could say: ties, white-haired and his thick
put the towel made.
This was my time to rise or fall mustache had been time-bleached
"Sit down. Smoke." He pulled as a man, and it was a terrible to match his mane. He had eyes
a chair away from the table and decision to make, against' one's as clear as glass marbles, yet
there was warmth in the man: I
1 sort ordropped in it, as though own brother.
my legs no longer waitti•d'to SupHer voice Was apft when she felt it instinctively.
"You're not a farmer," he said
port my weight.
said, "I love you, Smoke, really
evenly, "and since Hageman has
"The nun shaI get where?" I love you."
asked.
How I'd wanted tia. hear her no brothers, you must he an
"An hour ago They sent Bud say that! I looked at her. "But O'Dare"
"Smoke," I said. "Henry
Ledbetter. Coill&O` have picked you'd love me a lot less if I
a hetter man" He scraped back faded you now, wouldn't you?" O'Darc."
"I'll call you Smoke," Ledbetanother chat, and mat dorm across
"No," she said. "A man can
from me. "What's the matter only be what he is, lie can't nse ter said, motioning toward a
with you, Smoke?'I've never seen very far above that, no matter chair.
"I've got to talk to you, sir,"
you looking no peaked before."
how hard he tries."
I stayed in Bill Hageman's I Bead.
And I'd never felt this way
"Got
something I ought to
before either, so I told biro every- kitchen for almost an hour Julie
thing. the whole, rotten story, stayed with me, remaining silent, know?"
"Yea,
ale
I have the rope that
but
lending infinite strength just
about my finding the rope and
what Heck Overland had said and by being there. Finally 1 stood hung Wade Everett."
His expression remained inthe' quarrel Luther had had with up and walked out of the -house.
She followed rde to the porch flexible. "Did you hang him, •
Everett.
son 7"
Julie watched me, not saying where Bill waited.
and I ain't sure who did."
After untying my horse and
. anything. Bill never tOok his
eyes swingi
"Then bow do you know about
ng up, I said, "What kind
off my face and when I finished,
the
rope?"
His eyes held a deep
of
a fella is Bed axalbetter? Easy
he said quietly. 'This
n
looks bad
interest, perhaps curiosity. "Betfor Luther. Wh
ate you going to talk to? Because what 1 got ter tell me
all about it
to say is going to come hard."
to do about it.
oke?"
When there was no more to
Julie suddenly put her hands
"1 don't know.' 1 admitted.
.,,over her face and began to cry, tell, Ledbetter asked the question
...... "What. can 1 do. Bill?"
1 was iittet rt? never be able to
He shook his nead "At • trine 'Bin with relief, 1 knew. Bill threw answer. 'Why.
Smoke"
like this, a man has to do what away his cigarette and stepped
What was the answer? I went
off tile porch. Ma voice was very
ne thinks is rise
1 can't help *eft. g'You're the
over
to
the
window
and looked
tallest man I've
you. Smoke futile can't help you
seen in • spell of Sundays, down into the street, studying the
either"
Smoke. I'll ride along with you, if hostility there. At length I had
"Bin what would you do 7"
an answer: I turned 'around and
you want."
"1 don't Know." Bill said.."It
"I'll go this one alone," I said said, "Because we can't go on
all depends on what a man is and wheeled
away, taking the living like this, Marshal. We can't
inside How deep does his tremgo on looking at each other and
City road
or right and wrong go?"
thinking things about each other.
Of the hundred-odd times
"Ymere talking a bout my traveled that road,
A man's better off dead than
the one
brother"
always remember is the one .1 living like that. We either got to
Bill nodded. "He's Cord's broth- want to forget
trust
each other and get along,
most. Once my
er too. What would Cord do about mind las made
up, it stayed that or we'll all end op bad"
It-7w-"That
Is," I-Ahetter said softly,
way, and the hurt was
"Cover for him," I said with- 1 was going to have something "as good a reason as a man can
to
live
with
out hesitation. "He most hare the rest
have But the price to you is
of my life.
' been covering for him all
When 1 got to town I 'stopped high" He picket up his hat and
It's the only reason he couldalonghave at the end Of the street, hardly squared It on his head. "Shall we
had for eggfIng you into a fight, little to believe
have to arrest Luther'
.
what I saw Every go?
Irving to keep everybody from farmer
in our part of the country
looking too closely at the was In town,
and arsine& As f
—Von tionead hi your own
aliares." •11 plaited my fare In rode down that
street, every eye brother!' Cord seresunera at ow,
my hands. "7 ean't eirry this 'was
on nit', and I imagine the and then-- but en nit toile
load, Bill. Maybe Cord can, but Impuls
e to kill me was stront-In I Smoke's story here
PS Ift.....e. ......• •••• •
tomorrow.
•
...

Only Rambler's sales are up 81%-because it's America's all-time economy champ. Rambler 6 with overdr
ive
holds three official NASCAR Economy Record
s, less
than a penny a mile for gasoline. Rambler has smart
new
styling, highest resale. And only Rambler gives you
the
best of both: American big car room and
comfort, plus
European small car handling ease and economy.

For

Vensont, with 1/400 of the
nation's ponulation prodUces 10
per cent of the nation's mat-tine
brio's, 40 per cent of its structural and monumental marble,
96 er cent of its asbedus and
33 per cent 'of Ha monwnental
granite.

KENGAS
Benjamin Franklin was largely
responsible for the reforms in
the criminal codes and in penal
procedures that were written into
Pennsylvania law in the early
a7911's a nd spread eventually
through the new nation.

wir_ American Maori Means Mere Par
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WILSON MERCURY-RAMBLER
515 So. 12th St.

105 N. 6th St.
It array, Ky.
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Lucy,

by Ernie Buslaseiller

HELLO,
NANCY
,..
,

HELLO, SLU &GO --BE CAREFUL.
WHAT you SAY--1
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AERIE an' SLATS
by Ra•burn Van Bursa
THEY'RE STILL
KEEP AFTER THEM,
1111.11111111111.1.1RADING OUT TO SEA
008115-WE NEED
CHARLIE 00885 IS TRANSsok / FIGURE THEY
ALL
THE
MITTING HIS ON -THE -SPOT
GOT TNE1R SPACE
YOU CAN GET 10 US
REPORTS FROM WHAT WE
SHIPS STASHED
BEFORE THE
CONSIDERS IS THE MOON
AWAY SOME
ATTAC.K
'
EARTH,'

trooFwATION

IN A FEW HOURS WE WILL ARRIVE
AT EARTNE CONQUER TNEM AND
ALL OUR TROUBLES WILL BE
OVER

THE INVADERS FRDM
MOON ISLAND ARE
COMING INTO
VIEW, CHIEF;

l'th
EA 1.4
ISLAND

A-:2‹
trana
LIL' ABNER
by Al Capp
SMARTER BEM/ZWD- SCALAC7-HE
L/A.6-AA7
,/s- THAW
GorA DAY
BE/NAL/VE-L/KE
(JOB/401/%1
q_ ABNER /SIT
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-

Record Penny -a-Mile Economy

"

JAMES KEENE'S Finds! Row novel

gEW SET

Switch to Rambler

THAR'S NO FOOD LEFT
FO'`10'HONEST ABE,BUT
AH
MEI3BE ''s/O'KIN GIT SOME NEEDS
NOURISHMENT OUT OF
A
TV'SOUND 0"HER SUNDA*/
EAT)N'PP
LIOB,100.
!
r
EOM,YE*1
OUN DAY
GutPW

r..

Ip

1,0016;rp
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EATH DOES NOT OFTEN COME IN
THE SHAPE OF A FAT LII MAN IN A
rAT Lit CAR —
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TR! LEDGER & ?NM

New Device
Is Aid To
Air Traffic

Railroads In Jam As Unfair
Advantage Claimed In Court

TUFSDAY — FEBRUARY

MUltRAY. KENTUCKY

Hospital.

County...

Warns Russia •••

(Continued from Page One)
(Continued from Page One)
„Vine, Murray; Mater Ronnie
within 500 miles of the U.S,„
Cook. Rt, 6, Murray; Mrs. Ed- • (Continued from Page One)
coast at any given time. Ile
Ward Wiser, Rt, 2, Murray; Mrs.
quoted the report :is saying it
nor
said
Part,
in
."A
asas
state
of
Franklin Sumner. Cadiz: Mi-s,
einetgency should be declared would be 'prohibitive" to try
By LOUIS CASSELS
while airliners land and take June Futrell, 300 So. 15th St.,
for
Mickiletaboro, where a ma- to watch each one of these w.th
United Press Staff Correspondent off from 'airports, and fly along Murray; Mrs-.. T. J. Puckett, Rt,
jority
of the city ls homes ate planes until it either "unmasks"
WASHINGTON t - The rail- 'civil aviation routes.- all "paid 1, Hazel; Mrs. roily Joyce,
without
gas We urge your per- to launch missiles,'or rockets.
-Golden Pond; Mr, Truman An, for by the government." •
roads are in a jam.
RC)CHESI`F.R. N: Y. - tlt —18
Their efforts to get out of
The truckers reply that 95 dersson, Rt. 3, Murray; Mr. Clay- sonal conaideratian and -that of
The Stromberg - Carls.in Divis- it may bring a showdown in : per cent of the money spent ton Orr, 111. 3, Hazel; Master the Public Service Onani'won
BETTER LATE, ETC.
ion of General Dynamics Corn- Congress on whether the govern- , on state and federal-aid highways Mark Marine, Rt, 1, Murray; tu th-is grave problem."
A similar memage was sent
orattein has developed a revolu- ment plays favorites among trays- comes from license fees, gasoline Mrs. Kirby Hosford, Rt. 5, Mu,'SYRACUSE. N Y_ —Us- Distaxes and other "highway-user" my; Mrs. W. G. Ross, 221 So, to James F. G.erdon, chairman
tionary electronic display sys- tportation systems'.
Meyers
!tem which facilitates control of
The railroads blame their pres- levies. They say truck pay one- 15th St., Murray; Mrs. Edward of the PSC, who was scheduled trict Director Alva M.
the 'nation's. increasingly faster ent economte plight - which is third of all these highway taxes, Fraudenthal and baby boy, 307 to coonfer with the governor to- of the U. S. Internal Revenue
Sera.ce said he figured someone
serious even by standards of although they constitute only W. 13th St., Benton; Mrs. Tal- day at Frankfort.
and expanceng air traffic.
Gas troubles
also
plagued was trying to ease his consience
The system. based on Stram- this long-ailing industry - on .on,-sixth of the total number madge Gallian and baby girl,
when he slipped an envelope
berg-Carlson's., unique "Charac- what they call an unfair 'ad- of vehicles using :he roads,
Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs.' Ray Hughes, Lotaiavilie where between 1,700
2,000 worisgrs were sent intu the service offices. Inside
u-on"- chaped theam tube, em- vantage ,-given their competitors% i'.-Airlines acknowledge. that the Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Paul Raye, an
pl .-yrs both radar, and tabular notably the :rucking companies ^5 million dollars a year which Rt. 1, Mayfieki; Mrs. James Lee home Monday 'after the g a s the unmarkd envelope was $1.supplies at three large tndu- 000 in cash"and a note which
they pay the government, under Hall arid baby girl,
displays
of letters. _ numbers and the airlines.
Rt. 2, hur- tries
were shut off.;
read, "For back taxes."
The truckers deny that they the present tax of two cents ray; Mrs. Ellen Jewell, Bt.
and symbols to simplify in3,
Plants affected were the Ina gallon on aviation gasoline is Murray; Mr.
railroads'
responsible
the
for
are
structions
William Riley, Rt.
traffic at air termtereastional Harve.xer Co., 'rube darns from Pittsburgh to Owenscrisis. The airlines say they've only, about 10 per cent of what 2, Mayfield, (Expired),
inals.
Turns Division of the National boro, Ky.
got trouble enough of their own. 'is spent on the federal airways
Infonnation pertinent
, to outCylinder ,as, Cu., and the ReyThe whole complicated dispute system.
Small craft already have beon
going and incarning flights. is
CLEAN
SWEEP
nolds: Metals Co. foti - printing driven from 'the river
by tee
inembed on the 'face of :he is currently being threshed out .
Unfair
And
Unwiae
•
plant.
railroads
and several cows are rep,4-led
"Charactren" shaped beam tube. before Congress The
But they emend that it would
ONTARIO, Ore. —1111-- Mrs.
A spokesman for the Louis- frozen in at Huntington, W.
five days
in
case
•
their
made
Va,
destignated Type C19Q This inbe unfair and unwise to raise Hazel Pulle reported to state ville Gee; &
testimony before a Senate'
Electric 01. saki
Clyde S se. superintendent ;'f
stantaneous dila. which can be - of
;his tax to 61a cents a gallon, police that it,eives not only this was
the first time in fitir locks and dams at Loulsvire,
•subcommitte last
commerce
displayed r the rate of 50.000•
•n gradual installments, as Pres- -tripped
cupboards from. the years that the firm has had to
said Dam 41 still is up and
characters a second. is placed on month.
.dent Eisenhowec , ,has recom- walls of her unticeupied ranchrail-,
invoke the -rinterruptable clause" boats ran be locked through,
the
•
denies
that
the tlight etrip .through means-- No one
mended.
Unfair.,411aey say. be- nause south of town_ but
if
woes
its
also
have
industrial contracts to but :here is no traffic. "Even
of a keyboard -rceerateitl by the roads
sause the gerverninent's- o a' n haetested her fruit ,erop,
took keep up preasure to homes.
if they get here, they have nomilitary planes constitute nearly all electrical wiring
air traffic cantr011er.
Earnings- Skidding
on
At Oincinnati, Ohio, Col.
the
where
go." See added.
the' traffic' on the federal place, helped. themselves
poionin of the nation's hilf
Their
to a E. Smyser Jr.,
the US. Army
Sreepte To Operate
One ouvoboat wstth 16 barges
total inter-city freight traffic has eirways. They say it is unwise load of lumber, stole electrical Corp* of Eugineens' Ohio Rive locked
through Dam 41 Monday
Other C19Q tubes- are aspd declined from two-thirds in 1946 because airline profits currently equipment from
the granary Division. termed river traffic on and headed north
but-turned
are
so
slim
tha:
even
the
first
as
and
displays, combining 11- less lhan. one half at present.
removed windows and win- the Ohio River -haspeleas."
and back alter receiving ice a arnradar numbers and symbols act Passenger-miles traveled by train ^Step of a rax boost would wipe dow-frames from the house.
ordered
the
lowering
of
a
I I 'inP•
them out.
. .
pr wide
.
anmedial.fert _identifica - have windled from 6.S.. million to
Agother.railvoad proposal bitti..rn of planes
The
radar 28 million in the same period. terly_• disputed- laythe truckers
"bhps" give the amount cif traf- Rail earnings have skidded steadinvolves changIng the rules used
•
bc in the air, the course. al- ily since 1955 anci have nos'
by
the- Interstate - Commerce
--allitude- and speed of the pianes. reached a:point at which the
CommiMion in decidine...whether
,Additional ganles _ may be railroads say they are_inadeq ate
to- -.permit-- a freight rat. call.
4-annual
hooked to the control syatem to to cover neceliary'
he commission no w• weighs.
cover wider geoeraPhic areas. lays for replacement and - m
among other things, the impact
preventing eatil, clislae from be- ernization of equipment.
on competing systems.
The amount of -freight hauled
corning sw•amPed with too Many
The railroads argue that they
truck
bynearly
tripled
has
its
• 'lithos"
should be free to set rates on
ton-mil
a
1946
to
es
in
year
new 9trumbeng-Cartleon
any_o_naracular type of traffic
• process offers the advantages of MOM than - 240 miltiore ---And-the as low as they Can without
• simplicity of operation, a high passenger-miles flown by air-. actually going below their own
speed of display and flexibility lines have more than quadrupled c; sts. No _ attention should
be
-from 6 mililon to 26 million. •
.-ef deem:
.••
The railroads say- they can paid, they said, to tha pomible
The
"Cha meteors"
•
shaped
!effect on7ruck and traffic._ '
beam tube already has demon- -gets well finincially if Congress
"Skim Off Cream"
crated its reliability Sapd ef- will put the government into
neutral corner.
The--railroads contend the preselement; of- the SACS air de-• a.
Mike tealilative Propagate
ent system leaves them saddled
fectsveness as the basic draplay
They have made __pert-rat spe- with all of the heavy-volume.
tense - sytetem and on large-wale
cific legislative proposals. One le-at-revenue freight, like ore and
data pfacessing aelications.
is that trucks .and airlines be raw materials, while ;he trucks
• q u i red to pay "adequate -skim 'off the cream" of the
arges for the. commercial use" high-rate traffic, such as manu• public facilities,
factured goods. They say the
itailroads. they 9y. have to proposed change would enable
..id.
maintain
and
pay
real
them to recapture much of the
COLLEGE CHURCH
'ate :axes on privately owned /iterative' traffic now going by
OF CHRIST
adbeds. But trucks roll down tiuck.
8:00 p.m.
• .ghways which are "built. and
The truckers reply that - truck
.ritained a: publicorrettpense"
rates for any given class of
freight already average 15 to
20 per cent higher than the
comparable railroad freight rate.
They say truckers get the business because they Offer faster.
more flexible service.
. The truckers believe that what
the railroads really want is an
opportunity to set temporary "seby
lective" rites that are so ruinouslY tow; they would drive
F. H RIDDLE
comael mg tru,ck lines out of
Your Telephone Manager
!Airiness Then they contend the
railroads would jack their rates ,
up pn all classes of freight.,
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McElroy (left)
TWO JOBS OPEN-- Defense Secretary Nell
Deand new "Space Czar" Roy Johnson, director of the
projects agency,
fense department's advanced research
reporters In
display a happy mood as they talk with
conference. Johnson
W.ashington at Junnaca's tirst press
"topsaid he was hunting two men for two "key jobs"-•
faternuttonol,
notch scientific director' and a military aide. I
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SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main

Phone 433
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IT'S A FACT! MERCURY IS THE PERFORMANCE CHAMPION FOR 1958!
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Have You Heard
Overton?

or

7:00 -

Telephone
Talk

train the
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Come in and

V.HA-I'S IT V•ORTFI' Seems to Mc the simple
everyday

pleasures in life are those we seem to enjoy most: a
leisurely cup of coffee. a friend's cheery hello. the song of
a bird. Siich little things in.-life mean.a lot, but you can't
put a. price on them. You only know you'd miss them if
you'couldn't have them. I like to think of the telephone
this way . . . that it brings folks a lot of pleasure. Naturally, it's a real convenience, too, and it gets a lot of things..
done fast. But to me it does its best work when used to
add
a touch of happiness to your day or someone Else's. That's
why if.I were asked to put a value on the telephone
beyond
it pure usefulness. I'd say it was the "heap df pleasureit
can bring to so many folks. Yes, it's fun to phone.
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VA Office Reports
Mail Improvement

Shn•

Pl•Cf. CASPII
MUST FIAVF A DIN
W1714 HIS OWN
TELEPHONE."

•

Deily Such Motive
'
The railroads deny that they
have any such motive. They
say there would be no point
in such a maneuver since truck
'Rises would spring back into
existence again the minute they
raised rail rates.
The truckers entertain similar
suspicions of another change the
railroads have requested. This
would remove restrictions which
now forbid railroad companies
to operate airline or barge services, and confine their truckint
operations to "auxiliary;" services
like so-called '14ggybacking."
"The railroads. 'say the truckers, "simply want to buy out
their competition and strangle
it"
.
"We plet want to offer 'the
public a complete. integrated
transportation service," say the
railroads.

• • •
l'NDER THF BLANKET. That's where the first
telephone booth was Here's. how it happened Alexander
Cirahana Bell. inventor of•the,telephone.---and-his ascistant,
Thomas A. Watson. were conducting their experiments.
They put a telephone in Watson's boarding house room.
Mr. Bell had his phone somewhere else and the two
of
them'talked back and forth. Apparently: they were rather
noisy and Watson's landlady complained. So. Watson im... provised a telephone booth by throwing the
blankets from
his bed over the instrument to shut in the noise. Then he
crawled under the blanket to talk. Tcxbiy, we don't have
-to holler•• over the phone. and modern telephone booths
keep noise out and let you call .in comfort. These and.
other telephone conveniences are the result of continuing ,
reSearch to help make your telephonir.more pleasant.

CHICAGO -- Reminders in the press and on radio
and television have cut "T•tyer
.tery mail" in half. the Chicago
Veterans Adkninistration oeffice
reports.
Only one in 20 letters now requires sqrne detective 'work to
rela•e it to the veteran's claim.
said Robert D. Beer. regional
office manager. Only a few
months ag:,, the figure WM one
in 10
Beer- said- the -pre's, redly; and
TV can, be credited. for the improvement.' which is a saving to,
the taxpayer in the pricessing of
about 300.000 pieces of mail
each month at the Chicago of.
fire and rseven field offices.
But there is still room for
improvement, Beer added. Each
benefit claim should be acicoms
rerued by the "C" number or
GI life inaurance policy number. If these numbers arc- not
k it own,
correspondence
all
,-hould 'nem&
the
veteran's
pull nape. address, date of
birth and service serial number.
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COMPARE MERCURY WITH ANY
FOR PRICE...SIZE...PERFORMANCE
MERCURY PRICES START BELOW

MERCURY OUTPERFORMS

42- LOW-PRICED-THREE MODELS'

THE HIGHEST-PRICED CARS

Mercury introduces a brand-new series with new
low prices that make Mercury easier than ever to
own. This full-size Mercury is big in everything but
price. Up to 8.6 inches longer, 3.4 inches wider, 369
pounds heavier than low-priced-three cars. And it
features a special gas-saving engine that squeezes
extra mileage out of every drop of gas. See this new
series now at Mercury showrooms.

Mercury offers the most horsepower (up to 360) of any
car in America, except one costing almost $1000.00 more
—plus the most power-per-pound of any car. Equally
important, you get more power and extra mileage from
less gas. Truly, Mercury means the most for your money.

MERCURY LEADS ITS FIELD FOR
ALL-ROUND BIGNESS
INSIDE AND OUT

And Mercury's ride is unsurpassed because no rival
car has such a solid, road-snioothing combination of
size and weight.
.1•641
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GET YOUR FREE CAR BUYER'S GUIDE
Brand new! Handy! Packed with official figures!'Just
turn the
dial and you can compare leading cars in both the
medium-priced
and low-priced fields.. Answers
most-often-asked questions on
wheelbase, width, height, weight,
brakes, horsepower, torque and
transmimaion. Stop in at our showroom for your free copy. Helps
you get the most car for your
money. No obligation.
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MERCURY the Performance Champion for'58
515 So. 12th St.
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WILSON MERCURY SALES
Phone 730

Murray, Kentucky
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